INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS
The notions of a grammar form and g-interpretation were first introduced in [2] .
However, it quickly became apparent, particularly for EOL forms [5] , that (strict) interpretations had a wider interest as well as being better motivated mathematically. The study of parsing of grammar forms detailed in [4] , the basic investigation in [8] on linear completeness amongst other results, the study of density in [9, lo] and the connections with graph theory shown in [ 1 l] have affirmed this position. The present paper continues the approach of [8] focussing on the characterization of complete grammar forms, that is grammar forms which generate all' context-free languages. Some decidability problems will also be discussed. For further morivation and background material we refer the reader to [8, 141 , while for all unexplained concepts in language theory, see [ 
131.
After giving the necessary definitions in the remainder of this section we characterize complete grammar forms in Section 2, 3 and 4. In Section 2 we introduce the central concept of expansion spectrum and in Section 3 the recently proved super normal form theorem [ 121, while in Section 4 the characterization is completed and generators and hierarchies are briefly mentioned.
Consider context-free grammars G = (V, C, P, S), where Z is the alphabet of terminals, V-Z the alphabet of nonterminals, P is the set of productions and S E V -Z the initial letter. We define such a grammar often in the sequel simply by listing the productions. In such cases we apply the convention that nonterminals are denoted by capital and terminals by small letters.
Consider a context-free grammar G as above and a terminal letter a E Z. The arestriction G, of G is obtained from G by removing all productions containing occurrences of terminals b # a. Thus, u-restrictions can be empty or generate the empty language. A-restrictions play an important role in the completeness considerations below.
We define now the notions of a grammar form and an interpretation. The reader is referred to [8, 141 for further details.
DEFINITION. A (context-free) grammar form
is a context-free grammar G = (V, C, P, S). Given a finite substitution ~1 defined on V, we say that a context-free
The language family generated by the context-free grammar form G is defined by Y'(G) = {L(G') ] G' CJ G(U) for some ,u}, Two grammar forms G, and G, are termed form equivalent if QYG,) = Q?G,).
A grammar form G is termed complete if Y(G) = L&r, the family of all context-free languages.
Remark 1. For convenience, two languages will be considered equal if they differ by at most the empty word 1. Two language families will be considered equal if every language in one family is, modulo 1, also in the other. Thus, a grammar form is complete if it generates all I-free context-free languages.
Remark 2. The g-interpretations of [2] differ from the interpretations defined above with respect to the following two points: (1) instead of (ii), it is only required that p(a) is a finite subset of Z'* and (2) in condition (iii), V is replaced by V-Z. In connection with g-interpretations the notations ag and Y8(G) are used.
DEFINITION.
A family 9 of context-free languages is termed grammatical (resp.
g-grammatical)
if 9 = 9(G) (resp. 9 = q(G)), for some grammar form G.
Our last definition introduces a notion of fundamental importance in completeness considerations.
DEFINITION. Grammar forms with just one terminal letter are termed unary. A grammatical family 9 is unary-complete if, whenever a grammar form G satisfies Y(G) = 9, then G also possesses an u-restriction G, satisfying LQG,) = 9.
EXPANSION SPECTRUM
We want to characterize complete grammar forms, i.e., present decidable conditions necessary and sufficient for completeness.
If we are dealing with g-interpretations, the task is rather easy, cf. [2] . The essential condition is the existence of an expansive nonterminal, i.e., a nonterminal generating two copies of itself. Provided some trivial cases are excluded, such a nonterminal immediately gives the possibility of a full usage of Chomsky normal forms. This follows because "awkward" terminals can simply be erased from interpretations, and no disjointness condition (iii) is required with respect to terminals. On the other hand, an expansive nonterminal is necessary for completeness because, otherwise, languages of infinite index could not be generated.
The situation is essentially more difficult in our case. To give the reader a preliminary idea, we consider as examples the following four forms P, -F4. It can be immediately verified that Pg(Fi) = Y&, for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
F,:S-+SS[a.
It is clear that P(F,) = _Y& because Chomsky normal form is directly obtainable from F,.
F,:S-+aS,,S,-+S,S,
la.
Now Y(FJ% 9& because no word of length 1 is in any language in P(F,).
On the other hand, given a context-free language L, the language L,, consisting of all words in L with length 2.2, is in .P(F,).
NOW we have
L(F,) = a' and, hence, all lengths are available. We have alS0 an expansive nonterminal A. However, P(F3) $ gCF. To see this, it suffices to consider a modification of the Dyck language, with all words of odd length. It cannot be generated by an interpretation of F, because it would then have to be generated without expansions.
The grammar form F,, is complete. Indeed, given a context-free language L, we write first
where Lodd and L,,,, consist of words in L of odd and even length, respectively. L,,,, is generated by interpretations of S + A and the A-productions. As regards L odd, we first take its derivative with respect to each letter. These derivatives can be generated by the A-productions. The whole Lodd is now obtained by using the productions S -+ aA and S + a as starting points. The claim now follows because g(F) is closed under union for all unary forms F, cf. [8] .
The grammar forms F, and F, exhibit the two possible reasons why a unary form is not complete: Either some words are missing from the language of the form, or else an infinite sequence of word lengths is missing from the set of lengths that can be generated "expansively." To express the latter condition precisely, we need the following definitions.
A context-free grammar or grammar form is reduced if every nonterminal is reachable from the initial letter and derives, moreover, a word over the terminal alphabet. Consider a nonterminal A in a reduced grammar or grammar form. We say that A is expansive if A $ x,Ax,Ax,, for some words x, , x2, x3 and in addition A derives some nonempty terminal word. We say that the residue class Rj is A,-reachable if there are numbers r, s and t such that S$arA,a',Ai~a""p, for all n > 0, j=r+s+t(p).
(2.1)
The expansion spectrum of F consists of all numbers in all A,-reachable residue classes, where i ranges over l,..., m.
The expansion spectrum corresponds to the expansive nonterminals in exactly the same way as the pumping spectrum introduced in [8] corresponds to pumping nonterminals. The pumping spectrum is the central notion in the characterization of grammar forms generating the family of linear languages.
The residue class Rj being Al-reachable means that, for each sufficiently large number j' in this class, a/' possesses a derivation according to F in which the nonterminal Ai appears in an "expansive way." That this is true for sufficiently large numbers j' only (i.e., j' > j,,, for some j,,) is due to two reasons:
(1) Some numbers might be missed before A i is reached if r and s are large.
(2) Ai might generate first some "initial mess" before reaching the periodic part of its language. Observe that the value t cannot be chosen from the initial mess.
Clearly, the expansion spectrum can be determined effectively. This follows because (i) every nonterminal in a unary grammar generates a regular language and (ii) therefore the possible numbers r and s (and I + s) constitute an almost periodic sequence.
The following theorem gives two conditions necessary for completeness. It will be seen in Section 4 that the same conditions are also sufficient. Among the examples considered above, F, does not satisfy the first and F, does not satisfy the second of these conditions. To show the necessity of (ii), we assume that (ii) is not satisfied and prove that F is not complete. Consider the number p in the definition of expansion spectrum. Let Rj be a residue class modulo p which is not Ai_reachable for any expansive nonterminal Ai.
Let D' be the modified Dyck language generated by the grammar is also in Y(F). Thus, there is an interpretation F' 4 F such that L(F') equals the language (2.2). Since L(F') is a language of infinite index, F' must contain expansive nonter- We say that a grammar G in (k, 1, m) normal form is termin&lly balanced if whenever (3.2) is a production of G, then 1 w( belongs to the length set of L(G), i.e., there is a word in L(G) of length I w I.
Thus if L contains words of all lengths then every grammar for L in (k, 1, m) normal form is terminally balanced. This has recently been shown to be the case in [ 121 even when L does not contain words of all lengths, that is: 
COMPLETENESS
First we prove the converse of Theorem 2.1 after which a general characterization of completeness (not restricted to unary forms) is given. The section ends with some observations concerning generators and hierarchies of language families. Proof. We prove that an arbitrary given context-free language L is in p(F). Let p be as in the definition of expansion spectrum. For j = O,..., p -1, let Lj be the subset of L consisting of all words whose length is congruent to j modulop. Clearly Lj is context-free. Because 9(q is closed under union (cf. [8] ) it suffices to show that an arbitrary fixed L,is in U(Q By assumption (ii) there is a nonterminal Ai such that the residue class Rj is Aireachable. (There may be several such nonterminals but we choose one of them.) Let r, s and t be as in (2.1 Proof: The second (resp. the third) sentence follows from the first by the definitions (resp. by Theorem 4.2).
To prove the first sentence we assume that F is a reduced grammar form with terminal alphabet {a, ,..., a,} and that none of the a,-restrictions FO,, i = l,..., n, is complete.
Consider the modified Dyck language D' introduced in the proof of Theorem 2. Various results concerning hierarchies of grammatical families were given in [8] . These results show, for instance, that g-grammatical families are rare exceptions among the grammatical families. Another such result is presented in the following theorem. The theorem shows that there is no grammatical family "closest" to the family Yc F. Note also that there are infinite hierarchies of grammatical families containing languages of infinite index, a striking contrast to g-grammatical families of which no family contains languages of infinite index, apart from the family .Y& itself. 
